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 Oh, and the patent number was filed in the wrong patent office. The ability to have a drone, a sub, and a vehicle in the same
map. This should be a huge selling point for Call of Duty. The stock F16 was the “slow” version of the Raptor, with a top speed
of Mach 1.8. But a new “Super Raptor” should be able to zoom around at Mach 3 or better. Even better would be to increase the

power of the Rotary Engine, so it can make the jets move at Mach 5. Though the new aircraft will require a new aircraft
designation, that’s fine. We need to start splitting up the suffixes for our airplanes. I mean, how many aircrafts are “Heavily

Armored Hovercraft”, “Giant Armored Jet”, “Vinyl Turret Assault Ship”, “Cozy Camper”, “Huggable Ghostplane”, “Toy Soldier
Fighter”, “Rugged Hornet”? Being able to have your sniper-able “Scout Drone” take the place of the UAV and being able to

have your “Full Body Camper” take the place of the Raptor’s UAV are needed additions. A low-level UAV with a sensor
package, able to detect movement or lights at a range of 700 meters, should be able to be used with the same sensors and

cameras that can be carried by the C-130H and C-17. This would give the Assault class a “remote” ability that the
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aforementioned aircraft classes lack. H-60J helicopters with sensor packages on the nose and tail, able to see a radius of 1,600
meters. This allows an air-ground combined arms advantage that should match up very well with the capabilities of the Sniper
Drone. What would make for the best vehicles? The M1 Abrams is America’s first attempt at a true main battle tank. A highly

modified M88A2 with an upgraded fire control system, a re-bored autoloader, a new gun and turret, and other changes. The M1
is protected by a 25mm thick armor, can carry two 1,000 lb. howitzers and is able to provide protection for infantry who are on

the tank. 82157476af
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